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                JULY  2020 

Newsletter   

of Cootamundra Antique Motor Club 
This edition features BRISTOL  cars 

In the 1950s the highest priced cars in the Australian Car Market were 

Rolls Royce and Bristol. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1954 BRISTOL  403 

A regular attendee at the annual Bush Council Rallies --  this photo was taken at the 2019 Rally at Griffith 

It’s  A LIKELY STARTER  FOR THE 2021 BUSH COUNCIL  RALLY  

 AT TEMORA – NEXT YEAR 

 

COOTAMUNDRA  ANTIQUE  MOTOR  CLUB 

P.O. Box 27  Cootamundra  NSW  2590 

Email: camccootamundra@gmail.com 

Website:   www.cootamundraantiquemotorclub.org 
Past 5 years of newsletters are available on Website for downloading. 

Dedicated to the Restoration and Preservation of Heritage Vehicles. 

Club Colours:    Green & Gold 

http://www.cootamundraantiquemotorclub.org/
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OFFICE BEARERS - 2020 
 FOUNDER OF THE CLUB:         MICHAEL LIVINGSTONE 

 

 

President Malcolm Chaplin 6942 4406 0409 985 890  

Vice President Ken Harrison 6942 2309 0408 603364  

Secretary John Collins 6942 1496 0428 421 496 colljj@hotmail.com 

Treasurer Hugh McMinn 6942 7495 0409 835 515 hugh@armsid.com 

Events Co-ordinator Gwen Livingstone 6942 1039  0428 421039 modela@bigpond.com 

Plates Registrar Alan Thompson 6942 1181 0400 128016 amthom1@bigpond.com 

Club Captain John Rickett 6942 1113   

Librarian John Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496  

Keeper of Club Album Gwen Livingstone 6942 1039 0428 421039  

Editor Joan Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496 colljj@hotmail.com  

Photographer Barry Gavin 6942 1282 0488 421976  

Membership Officer John Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496  

Public Officer Joan Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496  

Swap Meet Co-ordinator Lynn Gavin 6942 1282 0488 421 282 Lynng1961@yahoo.com.au 

Web Master John Milnes 6942 4140 0432 485 183 jmilnes@live.com.au 

Registration Inspectors Malcolm Chaplin 6942 4406 Ray Douglas 0474 326 106 

Alan Thompson 6942 1181 Graeme Snape 6942 1940 

Mark (Zeke) Loiterton 6942 1836 Ken Harrison 6942 2309 

 Graeme Ducksbury 6386 5341 Keith Keating 0429 135 418 

Movement Book Alan Thompson 6942 1181 or  Ken McKay 6386 3526 

PHONE in to record in the Movement Book. 

Clearly state who,   what run    and    what car! 
Or . . LOG BOOK  must be carried in your vehicle and the 

date recorded prior to setting out. 

 
 

 
 

 

CLUB MERCHANDISE FOR SALE - Contact Paul Andreatta 

 Windscreen Banners $10.00       Metal Bumper Badge $40 

CAMC Coffee Mugs $6.00 each or Two for $10  Lapel Badge $5 

Windscreen/Bumper Stickers - Free 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JULY BIRTHDAYS JULY ANNIVERSARIES 
6th Mavis McCrea  

13th Alan Thompson  

17th Neil Blundell 

29th Dennis James 

 

22nd Richard Hart  

24th John Finucane 

27th Karen McMinn 

28th Sue McCarthy  

30th Neil McColl  

2nd Mick & Ros Bickford  

16th Ted & Joan Strachan 

27th Paul & Janet Ballard  

 

COOTA HOOTA BY  

EMAIL 
Receive the Coota Hoota 

electronically earlier than receiving a 

hard copy by mail. 

Advise the Editor of your email 

address.  

DEADLINE FOR 

SUBMISSIONS 

Submissions to the HOOTA are 

required by the 15th of the 

month to make it into the next 

newsletter. 

 

ADVERTISE 

In 

Coota  Hoota 

 
FOR SALES  and  WANTEDS 

  

PRINTED  BY  ATLAS  PRINTING  WORKS -    COOTAMUNDRA
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MINUTES of Monthly MEETING   
Monday 1 JUNE,  2020 

This   MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING 
WAS  CANCELLED  Owing to Corona 
Virus pandemic. 
This Extraordinary Meeting was held  in 
Malcolm Chaplin’s shed carrying out 
social distancing as advised during this 
time of  pandemic. 
Meeting opened at 7.30 P.M. by Malcolm 
Chaplin. 
PRESENT:  Malcolm Chaplin,    John and 
Joan Collins,    Gwen Livingstone,    Barry 
Gavin,   Paul Ballard,  Alan Thompson,   Ken 
Harrison,  Paul Andreatta,   
Ken Trethewey,    John Rickett.   
 
The Minutes of the May Meeting  were confirmed.   

Moved Paul Andreatta, Seconded Ken  Harrison.   

    

Secretary  announced  May’s    INWARDS  

CORRESPONDENCE :  
1.   Newsletters from other clubs tabled. Some 

newsletters have been distributed to members who have 

a particular interest.  

  

2. Application for Membership from Stephen Pinney 

of Scott Street,  Harden.  Proposed by Tim O’Keeffe.  

Applicant has a registered  1975  HJ  HOLDEN. 

 

3. Letter to the President  from  Keith Smith  of 

Cootamundra  enquiring   about  joining  the  club  again.  

He has a car he’d like to go on Concessional 

Registration. 

Chairman  noted  that applicants for membership 

will have to wait till ordinary  Monthly Meetings 

resume.   

C.A.M.C.’s  Constitution  requires  an applicant  to 

attend two Meetings, and two members  to sign a 

declaration attesting to the suitability of the applicant  

to become a member.  

Secretary will send letters to the correspondents  

advising  them of the requirements. 

 

TREASURER’S  REPORT: In his absence Hugh 

supplied a detailed  Report of the MAY  Income, ($30),  

    Expenditure, ($558) and  

   Bank Balance, ($10, 252) 

Of note in the Expenditure is a purchase of 10 backing 

plates with our club’s name on the top @ $12 each.  

Club Plates on motorcycles are attached to these  , . 

Consideration of investing  more dollars from the Bank 

Balance into the Term Deposit resulted in not doing it. 

 

EDITOR’S  REPORT:  The  Coota Hoota will 

continue monthly,  providing essential information on 

club matters;  and the Editor thanks those who  submit  

interesting articles that  fill  12   pages successfully.   

 

PLATES REGISTRAR’S REPORT:  In the past 

month we have resumed using the TAFE Workshop on 

Wednesday evenings, bearing in mind that we observe  

social distancing and wipe all surfaces and tools after 

use.  Alan will negotiate  with TAFE for the next 

Semester;   and use of the Workshop for our 

INSPECTION  DAY --  SUNDAY  29 NOV.   
For those who find this date impossible to comply with  

-  Contact Alan when your club car registration papers 

arrive, and  arrange the Inspection. 

 

SWAP  MEET  REPORT:  Barry said we already have 

lots of bookings – which may have to be notified  if the 

Swap Meet is cancelled.  We haven’t decided yet . .  so 

Insurance will  be a last minute problem.  Shire Council 

will dictate whether  the time is O.K. to use the 

Showground. 

Paul B. wondered  about  an Online Swap Meet  through 

our Website? 

 

Events  Co-ordinator’s Report:  Gwen  said we have 

lots of possibilities when we can have Events  again – 

like recommended  Museums,  and private collections,   

and coffee shops  in villages we  ought to go to.  If 

Restrictions are lifted - let’s  mark  as a possibility    -  

Sunday 5 July  11 a.m. at the Oval, Wallendbeen – 

Picnic Lunch.  Any  special conditions, like recording  

names/whatevers,   will be advised in  Coming Events. 

 

CLUB  CAPTAIN’S REPORT:  Condolences are 

offered to Doreen O’Connor on the loss of her sister. 

 

WEBMASTER’S  REPORT:  Chairman reminded 

 members  to  send news or photos  to John Milnes -  he 

will  put them  on our club’s Website.  

 

GENERAL  BUSINESS 

 

1.  John Collins demonstrated that Free Tickets to  

Historic  Winton  Raceway  were possible to readers of 

“Restored Cars” magazine – on sale at your newsagent.  

He won tickets to Winton Historic  Races. 

2.  Malcolm  determined  that  because our club missed 

out running this year’s SW Get-Together we can assume 

we can try again when the Covid19 restrictions are 

finished.  We’ll  run it when  Sprints are  on at  

Cootamundra Airport. 

3.  Malcolm  reported Hugh’s idea of parading club cars 

to the residents of the Retirement Village would take the 

form of parading just 2 cars from the 1920s,  2 from the 

‘30s, 2 from the 40s, 2 from the ‘50s, etc.  

That’s the new plan.  

4.  Paul Andreatta added that he would still like to see 

our club  put on an afternoon drive for the residents. 

5. Paul Andreatta reported that Graham  Fuller   had died;   

and his collection of cars has been sold, ( the 1964 

Mustang going to a Museum). 

6.  Gwen reported that Doug Wright’s Fairlane which 

was advertised in the June  Coota Hoota  is sold. 

7.  Barry thanked Club Captain for sending him a Get 

Well card when he was hospitalised for a knee operation. 

8.  Mal thanked us for attending;  and asked if we 

approve of meeting in his shed during this pandemic 

crisis?  With no objections he announced that  the next 

Meeting will be 6 July , probably in this shed.   

 

And closed the Meeting at 8.40 p.m. 
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PRESIDENT’S  RAMBLE 
 

Greetings all. 

Hopefully at last things are starting to return to normal ! 

We can now, to some degree, pursue our usual club program of meetings and events. 

Just a couple of days ago, according to a letter received from the Council of Historic Motor Clubs, 10 

people could participate in club activities regardless of the location’s total capacity, but now that 

figure is 20. So by the time this Coota Hoota is published it could be even more. It is not often that 

there are more than 20 people on our club runs. 

We have a picnic lunch run to Wallendbeen’s Barry Grace Oval planned for Sunday 5th July. This 

will be our first since the Covid 19 outbreak, so let’s make it a good one. See the COMING  EVENTS   for 

details. 

With regard to our monthly meetings, there are still some restrictions to overcome. The Stephen Ward 

rooms are not yet available. Secondly, the Harden Uniting Church hall, normally our July meeting 

venue, is also not yet available. 

Our July meeting therefore will be held on Monday 6th July, in my shed, at 1 Scott Ave, 

commencing at 7.30pm ( earlier time) 

Legally, we have room for over 20 people. The fire will be going, with refreshments after the meeting. 

The agenda will include plans for future runs, so bring your suggestions. Let’s get the Show on the 

Road again. ! 

 

Yours with Grace, Space and Pace, 

MAL 

 

P.S. 

Citroen owner, Ross Delaney, emailed a photo of British cars, to an owner of Citroen, Renault and 

Peugeot cars, Paul Ballard, recently, asking him if he knew what make they were. 

Paul said perhaps Mal might know. Well I do ! They are Bristols. I can’t be 100 % sure of the model 

because models 401, 402 and 403, were all very similar, with minor changes such as the position of 

the front parking lights. Either way, they are Bristol cars dating from the early 1950’s. 

A prestigious and very sought after English make, Bristol did not enter the motor vehicle 

manufacturing business until the late 1940’s. 

The Bristol Aeroplane Corporation had been manufacturing aircraft since 1910, with such famous 

makes as the Bristol fighter of WW 1, and the Blenheim, Beaufort, and Beaufighter of WW 2. The 

latter was a very successful night fighter earning the nick name from the Japanese enemy of 

“Whispering Death”. 

On the board of directors of the Bristol Aeroplane Company was a car enthusiast named H. J. 

Aldington. He was the company owner of Frazer-Nash, a well- established English sports car 

manufacturer since the 1920s. 

Prior to WW2, Aldington imported German BMW cars into England. 

Following the cessation of hostilities, Bristol wanted to make Motor cars. Aldington arranged for the 

release of BMW engineer, Fritz Fiedler, large amounts of BMW documents and the rights to build the 

BMW 2 litre cross pushrod engine from the BMW 327/328 sports cars. 

The first Bristol, the 400, was announced in 1947, and being built to Bristol’s exacting aircraft 

standards, was a very high quality machine, with as you might imagine, a strong resemblance to the 

BMW 327/328. 

The next in the series, the 401, 402, and 403 were styled quite differently with an aerodynamic body, 

designed by the Italian styling company, Carrozzeria ( Italian for coach builders) Touring of Milan. 

Using its famous Superleggerra ( super light ) system of using lightweight aluminium panelling over 

small diameter steel tube framing. Aircraft standards were again applied in construction, with full use 

of Bristol’s wind tunnel and long runway  -   employed for development and testing. 

With the model 404, came another body change continuing with the 405 and 406 series. They still 

used the old 6 cylinder engine which had now been enlarged to 2.2 litres, with power outputs as high 

as 150 HP. 

Big changes occurred in 1961. The 407 was a complete body redesign, incorporating novel storage 

of the spare wheel within the bodywork behind the left hand front wheel. The 407 also disposed of the 
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original 6 cylinder engine in favour of the American Chrysler V8 and its associated torque flight 

transmission. Those changes however, did not alter the marques’ position as an exclusive understated 

high performance luxury car, built by top craftsmen. 

By comparison, I think the Bristol 407, announced at the Earls Court Motor Show in London, cost 

three times as much as the newly announced E Type Jaguar. 

The 407 design carried through with the 408, 409, 410 and 411. They were similar cars with ongoing 

improvements, and in general more powerful, bigger Chrysler power plants. If you have watched the 

TV Inspector Lynley series, you will see him driving a maroon Bristol 410. 

1975 - enter the 412. This time designed by another Italian design studio, Zagato. With this series, 

Bristol revived classic aircraft names, such as Beaufort, Blenheim and Beaufighter. They used big 

turbo charged Chrysler V8s. They were very potent and with small production runs of less than 100 

per year, quite exclusive. This series was not one that I particularly liked. 

In 2011, the Bristol Car Company went into administration, ceasing production. An attempt to revive 

the company was made by restoring old Bristol series, as Rover and Jaguar are doing quite 

successfully, but in May of 2020 again the company has gone into administration. 

All Bristol makes are now very sought after vehicles, commanding high prices.   I would like a 410. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note the spare wheel compartment,  behind the 

front wheel 
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Bargain of the Year 
 

Your roving reporter has found the “Bargain of the Year” car purchase; and it’s a new addition to 

the “Toy Factory”. 

 

I dropped in to see Graeme Snape about an update on his MGTC restoration and found him 

leaning over a 1986 Porsche 944 of which I thought was his 1983 Porsche 944 . . . .   but it is now his 

“new toy”, another Porsche 944. 

 

Club member Mick Bickford told Graeme  about it at a Harden CAMC club meeting and that it was in 

a paddock in Harden. Well of course Graeme  investigated it pronto.  After much detective work,  he 

found that it was owned by a chap in Canberra. 

 

Graeme eventually caught up with the owner of  the Porsche which was sitting out in the elements,  in 

long grass. 

Of course, Graeme asked him if it was for sale and the reply stunned Graeme:  You can have it 

“FREE”. 

“Oh, I will pay for it” replied Graeme.  He insisted that he needed to have paperwork to prove it was 

now his. 

Now, Graeme being the generous man he is,  offered the owner $100, and they shook hands on the 

deal. 

 

I would call that “Bargain of the Year” 

 

The 1986 Porsche 944 needs a bit of work on the motor of which Graeme can do.  The body and 

interior are fairly good for something that has been sitting out in the open with tall grass growing all 

around it and sun beating down. 

 

Roving Report ………. Torana Man  

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PORSCHE 944   (In the background under    restoration   is  a  MGTC) 
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Cockpit and dashboard of The Sphinx, showing the 
Sapphire-style miniature gate (electrically controlled) 
gear selection for the preselector gearbox, the 
transmission which was licensed to other racing car 
manufacturers including ERA and Connaught. 

 

 

The original plan for the Sapphire engine was a twin overhead camshaft 
design by W.O. Bentley (similar to the one used in Lagondas and Aston 

Martins) of 3 litre capacity.  However, for some reason, the factory 
decided on an in-house design, shown here.  It is unusual with a wide cylinder head (cross-flow with hemi-spherical 
combustion chambers) with two rocker shafts (one for inlet and one for exhaust valves).  It is a ‘square’ engine (bore and 
stoke of 90mm) of 3.4 litres and in twin carb form produces 150bhp.  In 1958 (for the Star Sapphire) it was enlarged to 4 
litres, which made it ‘over-square’, producing 165bhp with heaps of torque.  By comparison, my 1985 company car (a 
Holden Calais V8 of 5 litres) produced 169bhp.  The final incarnation of this engine was a 3 litre version used in the big 
Humbers of the 1960s.                                                                                                                                Hugh McMinn

The Sphinx Sports Racer 
 

The Sopwith family had long been involved in the 

management of the Armstrong Siddeley factory and other 

corporate ventures, and in the 1953-54 period the 

factory produced a hybrid sports-racing car which made 

its debut at Goodwood on March 27, 1954. Tommy 
Sopwith, the younger, was the instigator of the design and 

the driver of the finished car. 

The Sphinx, as it was called, was modelled on other sports-

racing designs of the era, and had a likeness to the DB3S 

Aston Martin, with a front not unlike the original Testa 

Rossa Ferrari. Developed and produced within the 

Armstrong Siddeley works, the car had an Allard JR chassis 

with de Dion rear suspension. 

The engine was a worked-over 346 Sapphire unit with 
the standard 90mm bore and stroke: it had a 

strengthened crankshaft, special high-lift camshaft, triple 

double throat Weber carburetters and an extractor exhaust 

system with six large pipes from the head. The engine is 

believed to have developed 227bhp on 100 octane fuel, 

running a 9.5:1 compression ratio. 

This engine drove the traditional 346 Sapphire preselector 

gearbox with standard electric control. The differential 
ratio is quoted as 3.55:1 but was probably changed to suit 

each racing circuit. The wheels were 16in wire knock-off 

type, with 600x16 Dunlop racing tyres being fitted. 

Experience with this project may well have contributed to 

the engine development work which led to both the Star 

Sapphire power unit and the related four-cylinder 234 

version, but a full-scale racing programme was hardly 
Armstrong Siddeley's style and the factory was very 

half-hearted in its support.  

It was a period too when the rate of technical progress in 

sports-car racing was speeding up, with major efforts 

being mounted by manufacturers like Aston Martin, 
Jaguar and Mercedes-Benz. In consequence, the Sphinx 

soon faded from the scene, and Sopwith's team, Equipe 
Endeavour, went on to achieve considerable success 

racing, ironically enough, Jaguar saloons [ William Lyons 
had approached Sir John Siddeley after WWII, asking 
permission to use the name “Jaguar”, which was one of 
many Armstrong Siddeley aircraft engines named after the 
‘big cats’, and a 20hp late 1920s Siddeley car had carried 

the model name “Jaguar” -HM ]. 

Source: Armstrong Siddeley Cars – The Complete Collection     

by the late Robert Penn Bradly. 

[ PS.  This car survived and has been auctioned a couple of 
times in the last 20 or so years.  It is believed to have been 
fitted with a later (probably Jaguar!) engine. -HM ] 
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 Ken Trethewey  picks  a  car from The Schlumph Collection 
 
Last month I looked at aesthetics, both good and bad, which ended in me wondering which 
car I would take home if I had had the chance. Probably about 200 of them if the truth be 
known, but, there are some cars that simply take one’s breath away:  One of these in the 
Schlumph Collection was  -   the 1928  ISOTTA-FRASCHINI Tipo 8A Saloon. 
(Unfortunately the lighting in the luxury section of the museum made it very difficult to take a 
decent photo so the photos attached are the best I could do.)   
 

The Italian firm was named for its founders, Cesare Isotta,  and brothers Vincenzo and 

Oreste Fraschini.  They began importing Mors and Renault automobiles in1899.  

Before building their own cars in 1904 when Giustino Cattaneo joined the firm, Isotta and 

Fraschini assembled cars very similar to Renaults, with Aster engines. They differed from the 

real Renaults in having a neater underslung front radiator arrangement. 

In 1905, Isotta Fraschini gained notoriety in the Coppa Florio, where they entered a  

Tipo D with a 17.2-litre (1,050 cu in) 100 horsepower (75 kW) engine.  

For a short time in 1907, Isotta-Fraschini merged with French automobile company Lorraine-

Dietrich. The firm started making race cars using this same 100 horsepower (75 kW) engine, 

establishing the company's reputation and giving its name considerable cachet. ( stamp of distinction) 

It was also one of the first companies to successfully market cars with four wheel 

brakes following their invention by Arrol-Johnson of Scotland in 1909. They were also among 

the early pioneers of overhead valves,  operated by overhead cams (OHC), with an 

engine designed by Cattaneo. 

 

 Isotta-Fraschini introduced their Tipo 8, the first production automobile to be powered by 

a straight-eight engine, at the Paris Salon in 1919 and began delivering them to customers in 

1920. 

With the growth of the wealthy middle class in North America in the 1920s, Isotta Fraschini 

marketed deluxe limousines to the new American aristocracy. Early film stars Clara Bow and 

Rudolph Valentino drove Isotta Fraschinis, as did many of the Chicago underworld of that 

era.  

 

Seriously affected by the economic crisis of the 1930s and by the disruptions of World War II, 

Isotta Fraschini stopped making cars after the war (1949).  

Only five of the last model, the MONTEROSA, were produced.  

The car plants were converted to produce marine engines. 

 

The 1928 Tipo 8A has 7,370cc (449 Cubic Inch) OHC straight eight engine producing 160 

BHP.  

It was the most powerful straight eight produced in the world at the time.  It used a three speed 

manual gearbox and was capable of 150 kph.  

This particular car was delivered as a bare chassis and was bodied by Cesare Sala, who was 

the official bodywork provider to the royal court in Vienna, and was delivered new to Baron 

Alberto Fassini, an Italian businessmen who was responsible for the industrialisation of 

artificial textiles such as Rayon. Fassini was also a major film producer and friends of Benito 

Mussolini, owning the Palazzo Tittoni where Mussolini lived from 1923 to 1929. 
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A similarly striking car was the 1928 Isotta-Fraschini Tipo 8A Coupe-Landaulet. This car 

has the same running gear but was bodied by the Lancefield Coachworks Limited who 

operated in London from 1921 until 1948, specialising in Rolls Royce, Bentley, Daimler, 

Isotta-Fraschini and Weyman bodied Stutz chassis. 

Whilst Isotta-Fraschinis are incredibly sought after and rare vehicles, the company made the 

majority of its money from its aircraft engines, ranging from air-cooled straight sixes to 

water and air cooled supercharged V12s, built from before WW1 to the end of WW2. 

And then marine engines up to 1999.  

1928 Isotta-Fraschini Tipo 8A Saloon 

 

ISOTTA-FRASCHINI CARS 

In the CITE de L’AUTOMOBILE 
MUSEE, 
Mulhouse,  FRANCE. 
  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
1928 Isotta-Fraschini Tipo 8A Saloon 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

1928 Isotta-Fraschini Tipo 8A Coupe-

Landaulet 
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A  PIONEER  ROAD  TRIP    ---    Brisbane   to    Sydney 
Mr and Mrs Will L. Grant Jnr departed Mackay, Queensland, New Year’s Day, 1916, on a coastal 

steamship  with their  1915 STUDEBAKER  aboard.  

He could boast – his Studebaker  had  a starter motor – most vehicles in 1916 did not.  

 

Unloading the car at Brisbane the Grants explored the city in their car, and investigated the roads from 

Brisbane to Sydney from motor journals. 

 

They heard that some bridges on the road south  had been burned by bushfires.  So, the car was loaded 

onto the Coolangatta train, arriving 12
th

 January. 

 

Mr Grant wrote: “ We should have explored  Coolangatta for at least a few days only that we were 

both anxious to start the motor trip .   

Having a good night’s rest, we commenced the first day’s journey at 8.30.  We passed through the 

border gates, there are two, about 20 yard apart, always securely locked -  -  into Tweed Heads.  And 

along the bank  of the Tweed River for about half a mile to Boyd’s Ferry, where we crossed on the 

punt. 

   

“A great many of these crossings had to be made en route.  Punts are  hauled across, on the important 

crossings, by an engine, but generally by a windlass worked by a puntman. 

 

“After a five mile run through beautiful scenery we reached Chinderah Ferry, and a little later again 

crossed a river, this time over a fine bridge.  Fourteen miles of country, rich in  paspalum, sugar cane 

etc. and we reached  Murwillumbah  -  where, being misdirected, we went nearly eight miles out of 

our course. 

 

“From Murwillumbah – across several watercourses over wild mountain ranges – through Burringbar 

and Billy Niedjel - - and we reached Mullumbimby at 1 o’clock and appreciated a good lunch. Twelve 

miles along smooth white roads we arrived at Byron Bay . . . . .   and passing through  Bangalow, 

Clunes and Etham, we reached at  4.30 our first resting place  -  the fine town of Lismore, on the 

Richmond River, with its splendidly kept asphalted streets. 

 

“From Lismore we followed the Richmond River to Casino, then south to Grafton, where we lunched 

and then crossed the Clarence River on a large steam-driven ferry to South Grafton. 

 . . . .   We reached Coffs Harbour by 4.45, and still feeling fresh we went on across the Bellinger by 

Raleigh Ferry and Bellinger Ferry to Bellinger Heads, but finding this popular seaside place full of 

weekend visitors and accommodation scarce,  decided , although it was now 6.15 o’clock, to go on to 

Macksville, 29 miles away which we reached at 7.30, to find the ferry engine had broken down. 

 

“After a long wait the punt was pulled to our side and then another car driver assisted in hauling the 

punt across the river . . . . .  [his writing is  obliterated here] . .. . . .   9.35  our wants nicely attended to.   

A peculiarity (to us) of New South Wales hotels was that the first-class hotels catered for two classes 

– upstairs 10/-  a day,  and downstairs 5/- a day was the general rate,  and good garage or shed for the 

car. 

 

“Leaving Macksville at 9.30, after having the car’s rear hosed down,  and giving it a thorough oiling 

(the first since leaving Brisbane);  we reached Port Macquarie, at the mouth of the Hastings River at 

1.30, passing en route Darranganjutti, Kempsey on the Macleay, Telegraph Point, Blackman’s Ferry.  

  

“Port Macquarie is one of Australia’s  oldest towns, a big convict settlement of the early days, and 

contains much of interest to the visitor.  We stayed here a full day and night, during which we visited 

the famous St Thomas’s Church, with its quaint, prisoners’ gallery, old type pipe organ, and quaint 

belfry tower, from which there is a magnificent view;  and last, but not least , the railed-in grave under 
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the stone floor of the aisle in which one of the military officers was buried, so that his grave would not 

be desecrated as was threatened by some of the convicts on whom he was unnecessarily severe. 
   
“The remains of the old prison were most interesting and made one feel how awful the lot of those 

poor convicts must have been.  I measured one of a row of cells and found it only six feet by four, 

with no light   but what filters through a small grating in the door.   

“We passed away an hour reading the epitaphs on the tombstones over the graves of the early officials 

and their wives. Many had dates running back to 1820, and were most elaborate pieces of work, with 

the English sculptors’ and monumental workers’ names and addresses still intact and with quaint 

eulogies on the departed souls.  We also took the pretty run along the cliffs overlooking the sea to the 

lighthouse. 

 

“On Sunday afternoon at 1.45 we left Port Macquarie on the 52 mile run to Taree, on the banks of the 

Manning River, which we arrived at after a splendid, picturesque run at 4.30.  After despatching 

telegrams we left Taree at 5.30 and headed inland to    [DIARY NOTES ARE  OBLITERATED   HERE] . . . . . 

. . . .   visited  Gloucester, Stroud, Branxton and Raymond Terrace on the Hunter River.  

 [Diary notes missing  . . move on to next day . . ] 

We reached  Maitland at 4 o’clock. 

This was the  most distressing day and night on the trip.  A hot wind blew most of the day and even 

the beautiful roads could not brighten us. 

Next morning at 9.10  we continued on through  Cessnock to Wiseman’s Ferry over the famous 

Hawkesbury River which is here over a quarter of a mile wide.  A strong wind blowing against a big 

high tide made the water very rough as the old punt rocked in an alarming manner. 

The banks on both sides are mountainous, the ascent being a good test of the car’s climbing prowess.  

In fact, it is one of those parts where a lot depends upon the car being in perfect order, the steering and 

brakes particularly.  After a long climb the summit is reached, and the view is beyond my powers of 

description.  The river, seen for miles around, curls around the mountains with farms dotted here and 

there on the banks.  And the tortuous white roads carved out of the mountainsides make a pretty 

picture. 

 

“After a few miles downhill we took an abandoned road .  But my trusty Studebaker carried me right 

on through everything, and when we struck the good road again at Glenorie, she simply flew along as 

if she had life, and was anxious to make up lost time.   

 

We soon had Parramatta in sight.  Passing onwards through this busy place we entered on the last 

stage of the journey, and I must say that apart from the disused road  we  previously mentioned – the 

main highway between Parramatta and Sydney is absolutely  the worst and roughest road we traversed. 

 

We arrived in Sydney at the busiest part of the day via Petersham and Leichhardt.  Entering the city 

proper, we passed  the railway station and passed along George Street and turning to Wynyard Square 

we reached our hotel, the Grosvenor, at 6.16. 

 

“  On this day’s run we had been through the wildest country, been longer out of sight of any signs of 

habitation than during any part of the trip, and finished running  into the busiest street and at the 

busiest time, in the busiest city in Australia.  We were tired and glad to rest.” 
COPIED  FROM “ROTATING SPOKES” -  newsletter of Historical Studebaker Register of Australia. 

 

FOR SALE:   4 - 7 x 14 alloy wheels, FORD stud pattern, fitted with Firestone "Firehawk" Z100     

225/65R14 96H tyres at 60%.   Asking $600.00   > Phone Terry on m. 0418211332. 
 

WANTED:  Roadworthy tyres 4.40, 4.50 or 4.75 x 19”.Also any 19” wire wheels suitable for MG 

TC.Please Phone Graeme (02) 6942 1940. 
 

FOR  SALE:  CASE 1370 Tractor.  8 tonne, suitable for Tractor Pulls .  $2000 

Phone Paul at Springfield Road, FINLAY -   0459  755  851  (C/- Keith Smith :  6942 6723 
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COMING EVENTS 
Our usual  Monthly Meetings are cancelled until further notice.  

 The Club Committee will meet to consider matters.    

JULY  

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

Sun 5 We’ll  try  a  run 

PICNIC  LUNCH  at Wallendbeen Cricket Oval.  Arrive there 11 a.m. –ish.   

Observe the current COVID19 precautions  -   secretary will record those present,  and  

social distancing etc. is required.   

Mon 6 MONTHLY MEETING  -  The Committee will meet in the President’s Shed according 

to the COVID19 Rules, (social distancing, etc.)       -  7.30 p.m. 

If you need to join in  -  phone Malcolm  for instructions.    
Mon 6 Usually the July Monthly Meeting is held at Harden  -  in the Uniting Church Hall  --  with about 30 

people attending.   But this year due to the Coronavirus Pandemic  --  the ordinary Meeting is  cancelled.  

  

AUGUST  

Sat 1 Wattle-Time  Street Parade   -   Cootamundra     ---   Wait and see. 

  
Mon  3 MONTHLY MEETING  --  to be  announced in August Coota Hoota  

Sun 16 Usually this is the All Sydney clubs’ DISPLAY DAY  at Eastern Creek  --  the Biggest Display 

of club cars in Australia.   ---   But it’s  CANCELLED. 

  

SEPT  

Sun 6 FATHERS  DAY  --  COOTAMUNDRA    SWAP  MEET   --   ?????   Could be  CANCELLED 

Mon 7 MONTHLY  MEETING  ---   ???  ---   Information will be    in  Coota  Hoota 
 

SECRETARY’S NOTE 
 

 The  “STUDEBAKER service manual” tells its mechanics --: 

Editions  of  the  “The Studebaker Service Manual”  will bear reading again and again,  

for we do not believe that anyone can read it but once or twice and fully grasp all the information contained in its pages. 

And when you have a few minutes time review the back issues.  You will find that there are many items of information 

which you have forgotten. 

[Well!  I think  - the same  goes for the “Coota Hoota”.] 

 
 

FOR SALE:  1955  FORD MAINLINE  272 Y-block,  Full rego,  Original look,   $18,000.   

Phone Peter Rickett :  0427 931  818 

 

FOR SALE:  1991 VN HOLDEN Commodore Executive, V6 , 3.8,  injection,  Auto. :  John Hambrook  0458 600 730 

 

 

 

FOR  SALE:  1964  TRIUMPH  Spitfire -  ready for registration.  Brian 

Manwaring -  0448 611  654 

 

 

 

  WANTED:  a set of  Mag Wheels  14”  x  7” to suit Valiant or Ford.  Russell Cope – Young  6382  1520 

  


